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Larghetto e stacato 55
ends, and yet how glorious!

How strange their ends, and yet how glorious! where each contends, where each contends to fall vicious!

yet how glorious! where each contends, where each contends to fall vicious!

How strange their ends, and yet how glorious!
tends, where each contends to fall victorious! How strange their ends, and yet how glorious!

A. tends, where each contends to fall victorious! How strange their ends, and yet how glorious!

T. where each contends, where each contends to fall victorious! How strange their ends, and yet how glorious!

B. where each contends, where each contends to fall victorious!

Vc. How strange their ends, and yet how glorious!
A. How strange their ends, and yet how glorious!
B. How strange their ends, and yet how glorious, and yet how glorious! where each contends.
T. where each contends, where each contends to fall victorious!
B. where each contends, where each contends to fall victorious!
where each contends, where each contends to fall victorious!

where each contends, where each contends to fall victorious!

tends to fall, to fall victorious!

where each contends, where each contends to fall victorious!

where virtue its own innocence desires, and for the vanquish'd the glad victorious!

where virtue its own innocence desires, and for the vanquish'd the glad victorious!

where virtue its own innocence desires, and for the vanquish'd the glad victorious!

where virtue its own innocence desires, and for the vanquish'd the glad victorious!

where virtue its own innocence desires, and for the vanquish'd the glad victorious!